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What Actually To Wear
Better Styled
Standing in front of a full closet complaining ‘I have nothing to wear’
was supposed to end with our teenage years. But somewhere
between pregnancy pouches and the black yoga pant epidemic, we
lost a bit of our fashion mojo.
Whether it’s your eye for style or your existing closet that needs a
fashion overhaul (or you’re going back to work after mat leave, or
need a few things for the holiday season), Toronto-based Better
Styled offers private fashion consulting out of their well-appointed
Yonge and Eglinton location. You’ll find a full range of expert services
in addition to their on-site shopping and styling. They also provide in-home wardrobe consultation and
closet organizing to help you put your best fashion foot forward. For business attire, business casual or
weekend wear, you can learn how to dress with confidence again, without breaking the bank.
Owner and fashion veteran Erin Nadler is often called the ‘nice Stacy London’ by her clients for her ability
to help you create or pull a series of outfits together that don’t look like you dressed in the dark.
Booking an appointment means a brief initial conversation over the phone and then an extensive in-person
consultation in one of Nadler’s comfortable and elegant private dressing lounges. We like that this
consultation does not cost the shopper anything. Once your dressing needs and preferences are ironed out,
Nadler and her team will pull outfits from their extensive on-site closet, and help you select the perfect fit,
size, colour, shape and accessories for whatever your needs are or whatever fashion rut you are trying to
get out of. Alterations are done on-site and everything can be delivered to your home.
Better Styled’s closet offers ‘classic with a twist’ and they carry lines from reasonably-priced Periphery,
Collection Iris, and Aprori among others. Nadler also listens to her client base about what they can’t find in
stores and developed a BS private label line with a few pieces including a jacket, longer sleeved classic
shift dress and more.
It’s like having a bestie who is actually a professional fashion consultant. And you stay friends.
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